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Darwin’s naturalization hypothesis (DNH), which predicts that alien species
more distantly related to native communities are more likely to naturalize,
has received much recent attention. The mixed findings from empirical
studies that have tested DNH, however, seem to defy generalizations.
Using meta-analysis to synthesize results of existing studies, we show that
the predictive power of DNH depends on both the invasion stage and the
spatial scale of the studies. Alien species more closely related to natives
tended to be less successful at the local scale, supporting DNH; invasion success, however, was unaffected by alien– native relatedness at the regional
scale. On the other hand, alien species with stronger impacts on native communities tended to be more closely related to natives at the local scale, but
less closely related to natives at the regional scale. These patterns are generally consistent across different ecosystems, taxa and investigation methods.
Our results revealed the different effects of invader–native relatedness
on invader success and impact, suggesting the operation of different
mechanisms across invasion stages and spatial scales.

1. Introduction
Increasing human activities, such as transportation, agriculture and aquaculture, have significantly promoted the invasion of alien species into their
non-native habitats [1,2]. Such biological invasions, which are occurring worldwide, have brought about widespread ecological, economic and social
consequences [3,4]. A central goal of invasion biology has been to gain a
better understanding of why some, but not all, introduced species
successfully establish in their recipient ecosystems, and even fewer of these
species become problematic [5–7]. Both environmental filtering and biotic interactions have been identified as potentially important factors influencing
outcomes of biological invasions [8,9]. Notably, their roles in regulating biological invasions were recognized as early as Darwin [10], who proposed two
seemingly contradictory hypotheses emphasizing the importance of one
factor over the other. On the one hand, Darwin [10] postulated that alien species
more closely related to native communities are less likely to invade, based on
the premise that native species more closely related to alien invaders tend to
share more similar niches (i.e. phylogenetic niche conservatism [11]) with
them, and thus offer stronger biotic resistance (Darwin’s naturalization hypothesis, DNH [12]). On the other hand, Darwin also hypothesized that alien species
closely related to native species may be favoured during invasion, reasoning
that closely related species tend to share similar traits that allow them to
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in an effort to provide a possible solution to Darwin’s naturalization conundrum. Nevertheless, only a modest number of
studies satisfied our selection criteria and were included in
our meta-analysis, and the number of studies for some subcategories was limited. Therefore, the trends detected in our
analyses are best viewed as hypotheses, which can be
reexamined later when substantially more studies are available.

2. Material and methods

(a) Literature search and data selection
We searched for the list of relevant empirical studies testing
DNH and/or PAH, using the ISI Web of Science database. The
following key words were used: ‘Darwin’s* AND (naturalization
hypothesis OR pre-adaptation hypothesis OR conundrum)’ and
‘phylogenetic AND (relatedness OR distance) AND invasi*’. In
addition, more studies were identified by examining the reference lists of the electronically retrieved studies. From all these
studies, we further selected those that reported the relationships
between invader – native relatedness and invasion success/
impact, or reported data that can be used to calculate these
relationships, for meta-analysis. Studies were excluded if they
(i) address issues other than the relationship between invader –
native relatedness and invasion (e.g. studying the influence of
invader – native relatedness on enemy release), (ii) are reviews,
commentaries or mathematical models that contained no empirical data, or (iii) contained duplicate data from other studies
(electronic supplementary material, figure S1 and table S2).
Our screening yielded 33 articles retained for meta-analysis,
contributing 87 data entries (electronic supplementary material,
tables S3 and S4).
We classified studies included in our meta-analysis according
to the spatial scale of the investigation (local versus regional),
stage of invasion (invasion success versus impact), method of
investigation (observational versus experimental), study taxa
( plants versus animals versus microorganisms) and study ecosystems (terrestrial versus aquatic). We classified studies into
local and regional studies according to their grain size (i.e. the
size of the individual units of observation): local scale where
species interactions probably occur (e.g. the scale of 10  10 m
plot), and regional scale where species may co-occur but not
directly interact with one another (e.g. the scale of California).
We followed Lockwood et al. [20] in their classification of invasion stages (transport, establishment, spread and impact) and
focused on the three post-transport stages in our analyses.
Further, because the majority of studies in our analysis examined
establishment, and because alien naturalization and spread may
be similarly influenced by competition from native communities
[27], we pooled studies of alien establishment and spread
together. Considering studies of establishment and spread separately yielded similar results on how native– invader relatedness
influences invasion success (electronic supplementary material,
figure S2), but resulted in the difficulty of further analysing
spread studies given the paucity of relevant data. We did not
equate invader spread with impact as in some previous invasion
studies, because the ability of alien invaders to spread in their
introduced habitats may not necessarily predict their impacts
on native species and ecosystems [9,27]. Some of the studies
included in our meta-analysis viewed problematic alien species
either as aliens that spread beyond the initial area of their introduction or those with demonstrated ecological and economic
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We followed the PRISMA guidelines (http://www.prismastatement.org/) in our meta-analysis for data collection, selection,
analysis and reporting (see the electronic supplementary material,
table S1).
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adapt to the same environments (the pre-adaptation hypothesis, PAH [13]). Empirical tests of Darwin’s hypotheses have
been quickly accumulating in recent years (summarized by
Proches et al. [14], Thuiller et al. [15] and Jones et al. [16]),
coinciding with the emergence of phylogenetic community
ecology that links species evolutionary relationships with
species interactions [17]. These studies have produced
mixed findings that echo Darwin’s diametric views (termed
‘Darwin’s naturalization conundrum’ by Diez et al. [18]), raising the question of whether considering invader–native
evolutionary relationships could help understand mechanisms
regulating biological invasions.
Searching for simple solutions to Darwin’s naturalization
conundrum is not straightforward, given the multitude of
factors that need to be considered for properly testing the
hypotheses [14,15,18]. For example, the relationship between
invader–native relatedness and invasion may depend on
the spatial scale considered. While Darwin [10] implicitly
assumes local spatial scales at which biotic interactions are
important in developing DNH, patterns predicted by PAH
may be more likely to emerge at regional scales where related
species may pass the same environmental filters and co-occur
without necessarily driving one another to extinction
[14,15,18,19]. Moreover, the effect of invader– native relatedness on invasion could vary among different invasion
stages. The invasion process goes through a series of stages
such as transport, naturalization/establishment, spread and
impact [20], and the relative importance of mechanisms influencing alien species invasion may change across these stages
[5,21,22], with potential consequences for native– alien relatedness patterns. For example, if environmental filtering and
competition are, respectively, more important at two different
invasion stages [23], we might expect to find PAH more
applicable to the stage associated with environmental filtering and DNH more applicable to the stage associated with
strong competition. The two hypotheses of Darwin, originally proposed with the establishment stage in mind, have
been applied to other invasion stages in recent empirical
studies (e.g. the stage of invasion spread [23] and the stage
of invasion impact [24]). In addition, the effect of invader–
native relatedness on invasion may also vary among taxa
and ecosystems [25]. Taxon-specific life-history, physiological
and behavioural characteristics could influence the strength of
invader–native interactions, and, in turn, the outcome of
invasion [26]. The differences among ecosystems (e.g. aquatic
versus terrestrial) may also carry similar consequences,
although across-ecosystem-type studies of Darwin’s hypotheses
have not been conducted.
During the past decade, an appreciable number of
empirical studies have tested the relationships between invader–native relatedness and invasion, making it possible for a
quantitative synthesis on this topic. There have been several
recent reviews of relevant empirical studies [14–16], but
these reviews were based on vote counting that does not
account for potential differences in effect sizes among studies.
Here, we build on these reviews by including more recent
empirical studies and by using quantitative meta-analysis to
more rigorously synthesize the data from the existing observational and experimental studies that have examined the
relationship between invader–native relatedness and invasion.
Our goal was to identify potentially general relationships
between invader–native relatedness and invasion, and the
sources of variation (if any) in the relationships across studies,
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Correlation coefficients (in the form of Pearson’s r) between
invader – native relatedness and invader success/impact, after
Fisher’s z-transformation, were used as effect sizes in our
meta-analysis. The use of correlation coefficients as effect
sizes maximized the number of studies that can be included
in the meta-analysis, as a variety of other statistics, such as
the values of the x 2-test [18] and Student’s t-test [24], can be
readily converted to correlation coefficients [28]. The individual
effect size was calculated as


1
1þr
z ¼ ln
,
ð2:1Þ
2
1r
where r is the correlation coefficient. The asymptotic variance of
z (i.e. the variance of its limit distribution) to be used for summary statistics estimation and publication bias testing was
calculated as
1
Vz ¼
,
n3

ð2:2Þ

where n is the sample size [28]. For each data entry, we obtained
from the corresponding article either the correlation coefficient
or other statistics that could be converted to correlation coefficient. Some of the correlation coefficient values were obtained
by extracting raw data from graphs using GETDATA GRAPH
DIGITIZER 2.2.6 (http://www.getdata-graph-digitizer.com) and
running correlative analyses with the extracted data. For data
that could not be obtained from the articles, we requested
them from authors and included those that were provided by
the authors.
To minimize the inclusion of non-independent data, we
further adopted the following criteria to screen data from the
assembled studies: (i) when the studies quantified taxonomybased metrics of species relatedness (e.g. congeneric or coordinal
species occurring in the same habitat), we retained the data
based on the lowest classification level only; (ii) when the studies
reported both the mean phylogenetic relatedness (MPR) of the
invader to resident species and the phylogenetic relatedness of
the invader to its nearest native relatives (nearest phylogenetic
relatedness, NPR), we chose to use NPR as it showed similar patterns to MPR (electronic supplementary material, figure S3) but
was more frequently reported; (iii) when the same studies quantified invader performance with multiple metrics (e.g. density,
body size and biomass), we used the metrics representing
invader overall performance (e.g. biomass) only; (iv) when the
studies were conducted with multiple grain sizes at the local
spatial scales, we selected only the smallest grain data for

(65)
invasion (52)
success
(13)

(22)
invasion (16)
impact
(6)
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–0.4

0
mean effect size
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Figure 1. Different effects of invader– native phylogenetic relatedness on
invader success and impact for both local and regional scales. Shown are
the mean effect sizes (+bias-corrected 95% bootstrap confidence intervals)
of the relationships between invader – native phylogenetic relatedness and
invader success/impact. Studies were classified into local and regional studies.
Mean effect sizes were calculated as Fisher’s z-transformations of correlation
coefficients between relatedness and invasion success/impact. Values in parentheses represent the sample sizes. Positive mean effect sizes are consistent
with the PAH, and negative mean effect sizes are consistent with DNH.
the local-scale analysis; and (v) when the studies considered
resident communities that differ in their species diversity
(e.g. monocultures versus polycultures), we pooled all communities together for a single comprehensive analysis even if data
at different diversity levels were reported.

(c) Meta-analysis
Given the inherent random component of effect size variations
among studies [29], we chose mixed-effects models that contain
both fixed and random components to assess the overall relationships between invader– native relatedness and invasion success/
impact. Mixed-effects models were also used to assess the difference in the relatedness –invasion relationship between different
types of studies (i.e. regional versus local, experimental versus
observational, animals versus plants versus microorganisms,
terrestrial versus aquatic). The significance of mean effect sizes
was assessed by comparing the bias-corrected 95% bootstrap
confidence intervals, based on 9999 iterations, to zero. Significant
negative and positive z-values would indicate patterns consistent
with DNH and PAH, respectively. The significance of the difference in mean effect sizes between categories was tested using
Cochran’s Q-test statistic.
We checked for potential publication bias in our meta-analysis using the regression test for funnel plot asymmetry, as
suggested by Egger et al. [30], and the trim and fill method, as
suggested by Duval & Tweedie [31]. We did not evaluate the
risk of bias in individual studies, as the information on the quality of each individual study cannot be obtained. Testing for
publication bias was done using the metafor package in R [32],
and all other analyses were performed in METAWIN 2.0 [28].

3. Results
Our dataset consisted of 87 data entries, with 65 and 22
entries associated with invasion success and impact, respectively (electronic supplementary material, table S4). Neither
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impacts (i.e. invasive species); we classified these studies into
invasion success and impact studies, respectively. Therefore,
studies included in our meta-analysis were grouped into studies
of invasion success and studies of invasion impact. Invasion success was typically measured by whether the alien species could
successfully establish or spread, or in a few cases the abundance
that the alien species attain, in the recipient communities; invasion impact was generally measured by whether the alien
species are invasive (that is, those that resulted in significant ecological and/or economic damages) or not. Note that, ideally,
quantitative measures of invasion success and impacts should
be used when studying relatedness – invasion relationships;
such data, however, were unavailable for the majority of invasion success studies and all invasion impact studies (see the
electronic supplementary material, table S4). Our analyses are
thus mainly based on discrete measures of invasion success
and impact. For both invasion success and impact, we considered
cases where multiple native communities were invaded by the
same alien species as well as cases where the same native
communities were invaded by multiple alien species.
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n

raw data model
mean effect size

bias-corrected 95%
bootstrap CI

p-value (Cochran’s
Q-test)

all

regional
local

52
13

0.0269
20.1729

20.03679 to 0.086
20.3944 to 20.0558

0.02

observational

regional
local

52
4

0.0269
20.0116

20.0401 to 0.0893
20.0753 to 20.0135

0.593

experimental

regional
local

0
9

n.a.
20.5877

n.a.
20.5877 to 20.5877

n.a.

plant

regional

22

0.0315

20.0662 to 0.1082

0.361

animal

local
regional

7
30

20.0528
0.0012

20.1447 to 20.0041
0.0012 to 0.0839

n.a.

microorganism

local
regional

0
0

n.a.
n.a.

local

6

20.7447

21.0531 to 20.3333

invasion success

n.a.
n.a.

n.a.

terrestrial

regional
local

39
7

0.047
20.0528

20.0223 to 0.1076
20.1893 to 20.005

0.222

aquatic

regional
local

13
6

20.1045
20.7313

20.1951 to 20.0045
21.0622 to 20.346

0.003

regional

16

20.1701

20.3697 to 20.062

0.002

6

0.2077

invasion impact
all

local
observational

regional
local

16
4

20.1701
0.2483

experimental

regional
local

0
2

n.a.
0.1151

plant

regional

8

20.1874

animal

local
regional

5
1

0.1929
20.014

microorganism

local
regional

1
0

local
terrestrial
aquatic

0.057 to 0.3659
20.371 to 20.0644
0.0475 to 0.4323

0.007

n.a.
20.049 to 0.3283

n.a.

20.5007 to 20.0227

0.026

0.018 – 0.362
n.a.

n.a.

0.2866
n.a.

n.a.
n.a.

n.a.

0

n.a.

n.a.

regional
local

8
5

20.1874
0.1929

20.5032 to 20.0222
0.018 – 0.3826

0.033

regional
local

8
1

20.0987
0.2866

20.2366 to 20.2366
n.a.

n.a.

the regression test for funnel plot asymmetry (t ¼ 20.482,
d.f. ¼ 85, p ¼ 0.631) nor the trim and fill method revealed
significant publication bias.
Meta-analysis of studies of invader–native relatedness
and invasion success showed that the overall mean effect
size did not differ from zero (figure 1). Different patterns,
however, emerged for local and regional studies, as indicated
by the significant Cochran’s Q-test for the two types of
studies (figure 1 and table 1). While mean effect size at the
local scale was significantly negative, indicating that alien
species more closely related to native are less successful at

this scale, mean effect size at the regional scale did not
differ from zero. This trend largely persisted when studies
were further classified according to the method of investigation, taxa or ecosystem type, although the smaller sample
sizes rendered most of the between-scale comparisons
non-significant (table 1 and figure 2).
When considering all studies of invader–native relatedness
and invasion impact together, the overall mean effect size again
did not differ from zero (figure 1). Spatial scale again altered the
effect of invader–native relatedness on invasion impact. In contrast to invasion success, mean effect size associated with
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spatial scale

analysis
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Table 1. Summary of mixed-effects models estimating invasion success and impact effects sizes and heterogeneity between regional and local studies.
The analyses show consistently different effects of invader– native phylogenetic relatedness on invader success and impact for both local and regional scales.
Signiﬁcance values of Q are based on randomization tests. n.a. indicates no data due to low sample size.
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regional
local
(13)
(6)

terrestrial

(39)
(7)

microorganism

(0)
(6)

animal

(30)
(0)

plant

(22)
(7)

experimental

(0)
(9)

observational

(52)
(4)
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aquatic

–1.2

–0.8

–0.4

0
mean effect size

0.4

Figure 2. The significant negative relationship between invader – native phylogenetic relatedness and invader success at the local scale, but not the regional scale.
Shown are the mean effect sizes (+bias-corrected 95% bootstrap confidence intervals) of the relationships between invader– native phylogenetic relatedness and
invader success. Local and regional studies were sub-classified according to ecosystem type (aquatic and terrestrial), taxa (microorganisms, animals and plants) and
method of investigation (experimental and observational). For other details see figure 1.
invader impact was significantly positive at the local scale and
significantly negative at the regional scale (figure 1), indicating
that alien species with stronger impacts tended to be more closely related to natives at the local scale, but less closely related to
natives at the regional scale. This pattern was also largely consistent across different investigation methods, taxa and
ecosystems (table 1 and figure 3).

4. Discussion
Our meta-analysis, which represents the first quantitative
synthesis of the effects of invader–native relatedness on biological invasions, produced interesting findings. At the local
scale, we found that close evolutionary relatedness of invaders and native species made it less likely for the invaders
to be successful, supporting DNH. This contrasts with the
lack of relationships between invader– native relatedness
and invasion success at the regional scale. At the local
scale, we also found that close relatedness of invaders and
natives was associated with increased invader impact. This
pattern was reversed at the regional scale. These results highlight the difference in the relatedness–invasion relationships
across different invasion stages and spatial scales.
Perhaps not surprisingly, the results of studies of invasion
success at small scales provided strong support for DNH.
Biotic interactions, known to be important for regulating
invasions at the neighbourhood scale [33], probably

contributed to this pattern. In developing DNH, Darwin
reasoned that greater niche overlap exists between invaders
and their closer native relatives under phylogenetic niche
conservatism, resulting in stronger competition from the
latter on the former [12]. Few studies in our analyses have
tested for phylogenetic niche conservatism (but see [34]),
whose strength is known to vary among taxonomic groups
[35]. An alternative mechanism leading to patterns consistent
with DNH is that aliens may be more likely to share natural
enemies with their close native relatives (i.e. phylogenetic
niche conservatism with regard to natural enemies [36,37]),
resulting in stronger biotic resistance from the latter
through apparent competition. Future studies of DNH
could benefit from quantifying resident and native species
niches (including natural enemies) to gain a more mechanistic
understanding of the phylogenetic signature of biological
invasions, similar to studies that have quantified species
niches to better understand the phylogenetic signature of
species coexistence [38– 40].
In contrast to the local-scale pattern, invasion success at
the regional scale was unrelated to invader –native relatedness. This result is a bit surprising, as we had expected
environmental filtering to become more important at the
regional scale, potentially leading to patterns predicted by
PAH (e.g. [41]). This result, however, could be explained by
the fact that a host of other factors, such as propagule
pressure and residence time [19], could strongly influence
invasion patterns at the regional scale. It is likely that the
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(8)
(1)
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(8)
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0.2
mean effect size
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Figure 3. The positive and negative relationship between invader –native phylogenetic relatedness and invader impact at the local and regional scales, respectively.
Shown are the mean effect sizes (+bias-corrected 95% bootstrap confidence intervals) of the relationships between invader– native phylogenetic relatedness and
invader impact. Local and regional studies were sub-classified according to ecosystem type (aquatic and terrestrial), taxa (microorganisms, animals and plants) and
method of investigation (experimental and observational). For other details see figure 1.

effects of those other factors overwhelmed those of environmental filtering and biotic interactions, resulting in
non-significant relatedness –invasion success patterns. Consistent with this idea, Lambdon & Hulme [19] studied plant
invasions on Mediterranean islands and found that the effect
of invader–native relatedness on invasion success was visible
only after taking the frequency of invader introduction into
account. Alternatively, the effects of environmental filtering
and biotic interactions could have counteracted each other
at the regional scale [42], resulting in the lack of relatedness–
invasion success patterns at this scale.
It has been suggested that mechanisms regulating invasion success and impact may be different, such that the two
are not necessarily positively correlated [27]. Consistent
with this idea, our results on invader impact differ drastically
from those on invader success. Specifically, alien species with
stronger impacts on native communities tend to be more closely related to natives at the local scale, a pattern consistent
with PAH, but tend to be less closely related to natives at
the regional scale, a pattern consistent with DNH. While
the positive relatedness– impact relationship at the local
scale may seem puzzling at first, it is nevertheless consistent
with contemporary species coexistence theory, which differentiates species niche and fitness differences [43]. According
to this theory, although niche differences may allow invaders
to establish in the presence of natives, which was also predicted by Darwin [10], it is invaders’ fitness differences
with natives that determine their impacts [44]. In particular,

high-impact invaders are expected to be those that share similar niches with natives but have fitness advantage over them
[44]. Under phylogenetic niche conservatism, this prediction
translates into the scenario where invaders that are more
closely related to natives, if they do manage to establish by
virtue of greater fitness, would impose stronger competitive
effect on the natives, resulting in the positive relatedness –
impact associations we found at the local scale. Note that
this scenario would not occur if species fitnesses are also phylognetically conserved (i.e. little fitness diffence between
invaders and their closely related natives), but may emerge
if species fitness differences are instead determined by their
hierarchical trait distances, a pattern increasingly recognized
for plant communities [45,46]. However, although a recent
meta-analysis has revealed the general fitness advantage
of invasive plants over their native competitors [6], how
invader–native fitness difference changes across phylogeny
remains an open question.
Prior to our meta-analysis, several studies have reported
that invaders with larger impacts tend to be more distantly
related to native species at regional scales [24,47]. The results
of our meta-analysis strengthen their findings. One hypothesis invoked to explain this negative relatedness –impact
relationship at the regional scale is the vulnerability of
native communities to the invasion of ecologically novel invaders, to which native species had little exposure [48]. An
alternative explanation is that the invaders with close native
relatives may share common natural enemies that limit their
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and native species influence biological invasions across invasion stages and at different spatial scales. These different
patterns clearly indicate situations where predictions of
DNH and PAH are expected, providing a possible solution
to Darwin’s naturalization conundrum. More importantly,
these different patterns suggest that mechanisms regulating
invader performance differ across invasion stages and spatial
scales (e.g. niche differences important for invader success
and fitness differences important for invader impact at local
spatial scales), which can be specifically explored by future
studies.
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